Introduction
Electron-positron annihilation line from a Galactic center direction was discovered by the balloon-borne germanium gamma-ray telescope [1] , and confirmed by OSSE experiment of CGRO mission [2, 3] . Extensive observations by INTEGRAL observatory [4, 5] permit to determine properties of the annihilation line from Galactic bulge. The observations confirmed the steady state of the line, and estimate production rate of positrons (e + ) in the bulge as 2 × 10 43 [6] . Possible sources of e + already discussed are supernovae explosions [7, 8] , microquasars [9] , gamma-ray bursts [10] , tidal disruption events [11] , activity near black hole of Sgr A*, e.g. [12] , e + generation by subrelativistic cosmic rays [13] , or even dark matter, e.g. [14] .
One remarkable feature of the line emission is an absence of resolved point like sources [6] . Any model should take into account this feature. We consider flares of low-mass stars as a possible cumulative e + source of the observed annihilation line from the bulge. Our estimations show that e + production by numerous flaring stars in Galaxy bulge can be significant, or even the main source of e + responsible for the annihilation line observed from the central part of our Galaxy. 
where r e = 2.6 · 10 −13 cm is the classical electron radius.
The electron number density in the solar corona may be approximated by a power law function [18] , with a density at the base n cor,0 ≈ 10 8 
We can estimate now η the ratio of the positron production to a bolometric energy of the flare. For the X4. The total flare energy E tot per year per one flaring star can be written as
The frequency distribution is restricted by the energy of most intense flares in the Kepler sample, as 2 · 10 37 erg (see however [23] ). The low limit of flare energy cannot be determined due to insufficient sensitivity. However we can use extensive solar flare observations and put lower limit 10 24 erg, i.e. the same as observed for the solar flares [19] . Using these limits we obtain
Accepting the mass of the bulge M b = 2 · 10 10 M ⊙ , [24] one can estimate the total number of stars of G,K,M -types as
we can write a total production rate of positrons in the bulge N + e as
The estimated rate of e + e − annihilation in the bulge is R e + = 2 · 10 43 s −1 ≈ 6 · 10 50 year −1 [6] . Such rate of positron generation should be present at steady state. From (7) 
